Odds ‘N’ Ends
Really?
* Men socialize by insulting each other, but they don’t
really mean it.
* Women socialize by complimenting each other, and
they don’t really mean it either.
************
And they ask why I like retirement....
Question: How many days in a week?
Answer: 6 Saturdays, 1 Sunday
Question: When is a retiree’s bedtime?
Answer: Three hours after he falls asleep on the couch.
Question: How many retirees to change a light bulb?
Answer: Only one, but it might take all day.
Question: What’s the biggest gripe of retirees?
Answer: There is not enough time to get everything
done.
Question: Why don’t retirees mind being called Seniors?
Answer: The term comes with a 10% percent discount.
Question: Among retirees what is considered formal
attire?
Answer: Tied shoes.
Question: Why do retirees count pennies?
Answer: They are the only ones who have the time.
Question: What is the common term for someone who
enjoys work and refuses to retire?
Answer: NUTS!
Question: Why are retirees so slow to clean out the
basement, attic or garage?
Answer: They know that as soon as they do, one of
their adult kids will want to store stuff there.
Question: What do retirees call a long lunch?
Answer: Normal.

Question: What is the best way to describe retirement?
Answers: The never ending Coffee Break.
Question: What’s the biggest advantage of going back
to school as a retiree?
Answer: If you cut classes, no one calls your parents.
Question: Why does a retiree often say he doesn’t miss
work, but misses the people he used to work with?
Answer: He is too polite to tell the whole truth.
************
Transmission Mounts
On automatic equipped cars 1956 to 1966, there is a
½” thick spacer on the rear motor mount on the left,
or the driver's side. We don’t know why it is there,
only that it is supposed to be there.
Many times, the old mount will have sagged, become
soft and pressed down around this spacer. When the
mount is changed, the spacer sticks to the old mount
and is hidden under grease, grime and dirt. It often is
thrown away and the new mount is used without it.
When this happens, the shifter on the steering post
does not line up properly and the throttle pressure
control rod is way out of adjustment and your shift
points are not where they should be. Do not forget to
re-install that spacer when it has been removed.
Thanks to Wheels and Deals, Orange County Chapter
************
These May Possibly Be The 5 Best Sentences You’ll Ever Read:
1. You cannot legislate the poor into prosperity, by legislating the
wealth out of prosperity.
2. What one person receives without working for, another person
must work for without receiving.
3. The government cannot give to anybody anything that the
government does not first take from somebody else.
4. You cannot multiply wealth by dividing it.
5. When half of the people get the idea that they do not have to
work because the other half is going to take care of them, and
when the other half gets the idea that it does no good to work,
because somebody else is going to get what they work for, that is
the beginning of the end of any nation.
***********

War does not determine who is right, it determines who is
left.

